
 

NUMBER SYMBOLISM 

1 – Action, new beginnings, seed planting, high energy, opportunity, 

potential, drive, ideas, inspiration and aspiration, taking charge. One deals 

with that which is about to take form.  

2 – Attraction, relationships, sensitivity, cooperation, balance, duality, a crossroad or choice, 

partnership, assimilation, sharing, receptive, diplomacy, gentle persuasion, application, 

agreement and insight.  

3 – Expansion, initial achievement of goals, growth, creativity, abundance, expression, 

communication, motivation, inspiration and friendships.  

4 – Foundation, structure, stability, stagnation, manifestation, practical application, formation, 

concentration, organization, hard work, discipline, opportunities and planning. 

5 – Change, opportunity for change, conflict, instability, unpredictability, loss, challenge, 

fluctuation, new cycle, freedom, expansion and recreation. 

6 – Balance, harmony, communication, problem-solving, cooperation, relaxation, adjustment, 

compassion, social consciousness, domesticity, love, care, comfort, concern, responsibility, 

adjustments in thoughts, attitudes or conditions, ability to transcend difficulties, domestic affairs 

and service. 

7 – Rest and restoration, quieting the mind to receive higher guidance, reflection, introspection, 

time for solitude, contemplation, self-awareness, assessment, motives, spirituality, wisdom, 

perfect order, observation, meditation, discovery, knowledge, investigation, faith in the 

unknown and spiritual atonement. Seven very often represents faith – having faith in the things 

that can't be seen; knowing ultimate truths; experiencing to develop understanding.  

8 – Manifestation, power, strength, movement, action, change, rebirth, regeneration, re-

evaluation, capability, spiritual fortitude, success, recognition, accomplishment, attainment, 

reward, respect. Eight is especially associated with power and manifestation – that which 

springs from within and enables one to accomplish that which one sets out to do. Can also 

indicate positive change of mind or status.   

9 – Endings, completion, things coming to a conclusion, decluttering, moving things out of our 

life that no longer serves us, making way for new beginnings, fulfilment, selflessness, fruition, 

attainment, magnetism, idealism, obtaining wisdom or inspiration. Situations or events nearing 

completion, or have just been completed and another plateau awaits. 

10 – Completion, release, ease of burden, transformation, end of a cycle, renewal, endings 

which will soon transform into new beginnings. Tens are actually ones (1+0 = 1), but usually 

indicate things on a higher level than a one. 


